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Abstract: What should be understood, at the same time, by Access to Justice? The present theme in Brazil has been shown to be relevant and pertinent, considering also the normative approaches and guidelines of our Civil Procedural Code that assimilates principles and guidelines, above all for the efficiency of the Judiciary and the need for a good jurisdictional provision. This article therefore addresses the challenge of answering that question by describing the main elements that portray the stage of development of the theme in Legal Science. The analysis of key concepts together with the exposure of the themes in order to clarify to the reader their pertinence in the legal scope is present in this approach. Without pretending to exhaust the subject, we seek to situate Access to Justice in the contemporary scenario and present the approaches commonly attributed to it, providing the methodological and terminological clarifications necessary for an adequate understanding of the theme, with an emphasis on demonstrating that the improvement of Justice needs above all to privilege legal institutions essential to Democracy, using above all the consolidated procedural bases. In this context, perspectives classified as legal-procedural and democratic-institutional are considered, as well as the concepts of access to the judiciary and access to rights, effective access, with visible and accounted results, both included in the universe of access to justice (lato sensu).
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1. Introduction

This paper aims to describe the main elements that portray the stage of development of Access to Justice in Legal Science. With no pretension to exhaust the subject, considering its scope and complexity, we seek to situate Access to Justice in the contemporary scene and present the approaches commonly attributed to it, providing the methodological and terminological clarifications necessary for a proper understanding. In this context, considerations are made about perspectives classified as legal-procedural and democratic-institutional, as well as the conceptions of Access to the Judiciary and Access to Rights, both included in the universe of Access to Justice (lato sensu).

The description of the conceptions and elements that make up the idea of Access is important for the construction of a legal concept. This, in turn, is essential for Access to Justice to have a more defined understanding, avoiding, as with many other vague expressions, that the term is used without criteria, as adornment or rhetorical abbreviation for positions with the most diverse meanings, which ends up reducing the importance of this fundamental right.

2. Method

The scientific method was based on bibliographic research, using, in the data processing, the Cartesian technique. The text was composed on the basis of deductive-inductive logic.

3. Result

As a result of the research, it was possible to produce a scientific article based on relevant bibliography. After addressing the elements, perspectives and conceptions normally employed in Access to Justice, a legal concept of such a fundamental right was formulated. Such concept is essential for Access to Justice to have a more clear understanding, contributing to the strengthening of this fundamental right.
4. Discussion
4.1. Access to Justice: Preliminary Notions

Access to Justice is an institute of remote historical origins. Although an analytical temporal rescue about the evolution of the idea of Access to Justice goes beyond the objectives of this study [1], centered on presenting the theme in its contemporary vision in Western societies, it is important to make a brief record of distant historical indications, able to illustrate the vital character of the concerns about the theme and to reflect the different ways in which it could be conceived in the course of civilizations.

The Code of Hammurabi, one of the earliest written norms of mankind, dating from the 18th century BC, already contained in the epilogue a provision that made to identify the possibility of Access to the sovereign by the hypo sufficient for the resolution of problems and information about rights possible [2]. This prediction refers to the existence of an authority responsible for ensuring justice and resolving conflicts in a comprehensible normative order.

The document states the following:
Em minha sabedoria, eu vos refreio para que o forte não opri ma o fraco e para que seja feita justiça à viúva e ao órfão. Que cada homem oprimido compareça diante de mim, como rei que sou da justiça. Deixai ler a inscrição do meu monumento. Deixai-o atentar nas minhas ponderadas palavras. E possa o meu monumento iluminá-lo quanto à causa que traz e possa ele compreender o seu caso [3].

The roots of Access to Justice are associated in doctrinal studies [4] also with the biblical passage of Deuteronomy in the Old Testament, written in the 6th century BC, according to which “Judges and officers shall thou make thee in all thy gates, which the Lord thy God giveth thee, throughout thy tribes: and they shall judge the people with just judgment” [5]. In this excerpt, reference can be made to the need for an impartial and equidistant third-party figure invested in the public authority to resolve conflicts of interest in societies in accordance with notions of justice.

The English Magna Carta of 1215, in turn, provides that no one will be sold, refused or delayed the Access to Law or Justice, as stated in the text that “To no one will we sell, to no one we will refuse or delay, right or justice”. In the document it can be seen, in view of the evolution of the ideals of freedom against authoritarian conceptions of the State, and of the spelling in the second person plural, a possible embryo about the sharing, theorized today, between the State organs and the organized society in the guarantee of rights and justice. The text evolves in the logic of the previous predictions and conveys the idea that Access does not consist of a burden concentrated on sovereign authorities, on which it depends to obtain law and justice, but a common duty to achieve such ideals and the right of all to persecute before the courts, if necessary.

Contemporaneously, Access to Justice is considered an integral element of the category of Human Rights [6], it is found in the Constitutions of several countries [7] and can be considered, even in the ordinances where there is no expressed normative provision, an implicit right in the Constitutional State of Law, in the democratic regime and in the systematic separation of State powers [8], also being inherent, notably in systems linked to the Common Law family, to the due process of law clause.

A good example is Pietro Pustrono’s statement:
L’accesso individuale alla giustizia a tutela dei propri diritti costituisce un diritto umano di carattere fondamentale, che sembra avere assunto, almeno nel suo nucleo essenziale, natura consuetudinaria. Riconosciuto quale diritto costituzionalmente protetto in diversi ordinamenti, il diritto di accesso alla giustizia è ormai contemplato in numerosi strumenti convenzionali a tutela dei diritti umani e sembra rappresentare, in tali sistemi pattizi, una delle garanzie di maggiore rilevanza [9].

In an initial approach to the contemporary meaning of Access to Justice, it is possible to state that an order franchises such Access to someone “when there are effective remedies available to that person to vindicate his or her legal rights and advance his or her legally recognized interests” [10]. Understood in this way, Access to Justice is one of the pillars of the rule of law and democracy, with the aim of allowing laws and rights to be claimed by all and applied, as well as to give each citizen the prerogative of having their claims sought and their rights granted on equal terms [11].

It is a complex legal construction, which study brings together perspectives whose presence in legal systems, today, appears under various formulas. Whether as a human right on the international level or as a fundamental right in the Constitutions, Access to Justice has the proper attributes of rights of such magnitude, such as the notes of universality, unavailability, inalienability, imprescriptibility and normative force which, within limits, characterize us. As a normative species, Access to Justice is usually presented as the norm principle, [12] due to the form of its positivization and other aspects. Even when not standardized, Access is an implicit principle that guides state and private activities towards the distribution of justice and rights. In any of the above circumstances, it emerges primarily as an authentic right, enshrined in norms, expressed or implied, contained in more closed or more open precepts, which in any case recognize it as a right, even if it has, a related and intimate, also a guarantee function, that is, an assurance profile of allowing the enjoyment of other rights in state and private spheres, jurisdictional or not. Hence it is said that one takes care of a right, but a right “funzionale o servente”, paving the way to rectify the course of things when public authorities or private actors violate rights or expose them to risk. For this reason, it contributes to increase “l’adattamento dell’ordinamento ai diritti fondamentali” [13], without, however, being confused with guarantee actions or specific institutes such as habeas corpus and others.

The right of Access is commonly categorized as a prestatational fundamental right, situated among those of the second dimension of those who depend on state interventions (facere) for their promotion, in order to ensure the accessibility of all, on equal terms, to certain goods of life, in
or out of judgment. No wonder, the theme was *habitué* to the post-World War II scenario, the prestigious era of welfare state philosophy [14]. This prestational component may indeed be the one with the most adherence to its nature, but it does not exhaust it. Access to Justice can also be seen as a kind of fundamental freedom, in the sense that the legislature has a maximum obligation to impose vetoes (*non-facere*) on acts that are against its core, in order to safeguard the mechanisms of protection of rights. In this sense it reveals itself as a first-dimension civil right, necessary for individual freedom alongside rights such as property and free contracting, differing only in that it is linked to the prerogative of protecting one’s rights in terms of equality through due process of law. In addition, connections are also found between Access and political rights, as through acts of claim, it is possible to participate actively and democratically in public decision-making in the exercise of inclusive citizenship [15]. If this combination of elements was not sufficient, the understanding of Access to Justice is not exhausted in the relations between State and individuals, presupposing the joint action and the sharing of responsibilities between state power and civil society [16].

There is talk of Access to Justice at all stages of legal episodes. Ever since it arouses a certain doubt or legal problem, the idea of Access assures assistance for legal advice and counseling, including pre-procedural stages. Also based on Access to Justice, if the problem persists, the right to legal assistance in extrajudicial proceedings before public and private bodies is theorized, or, where it exists, in the Administrative Jurisdiction. Nowadays, it is well understood that the idea of Access to Justice even includes private spaces for dispute resolution, provided that they are adequate and efficient, such as alternative methods (Alternative Dispute Resolution - ADR) such as extrajudicial mediation and conciliation.

The classic sense is added to all this, in an even more intuitive way, of associating it with the provision of judicial representation and the possibility of claiming rights in court, extending to ensure the proper course of the judicial process until the final phase of the judgment proceedings and enforcement. In this sense, Access to Justice involves a double dimension: the private or particular one, more restricted, and the public, a broader one. The first results from the resolution, on a case-by-case basis, of conflicts of interest, enabling the enjoyment of rights or awarding solutions, in order to attend those interested in the outcome. The second comes from the diffuse effect of this problem resolution, which leads to the restoration of violated legalities and, designed in a broader scenario, provides security, enshrines rights and duties, stabilizes social and economic development, and benefits the community.

Also the role of interpreters and law enforcers in the national and international spectrum is paramount in defining what is to be understood as the current content and extension of Access to Justice. It is up to the courts to shape the conformation of law to the extent that controversy arises, and this definition is not linked solely to the degree of normativit or the breadth of remedies available, but also to the factual possibilities and constraints imposed in the name of the public interest and rationalization of state services. The discussion is not without prejudice to the permanent tension between normativity and real factors [17] that inform the problem of the realization of rights. Nor is it caught in abstractions beyond the content of the norms, precedents, traditions, procedural practices, and political choices of each system.

Given these observations on the Access to Justice, it can be said that, as stated by Mendonça [18] the establishment of its framework, content and meaning has been established as a function linked to the exercise of judicial activity, entrusted to the national courts when confronted with contentious cases, in establishing the meanings and extensions of the applicable normative commands, and, at the international and community levels, it is entrusted to the Supranational Courts, established as the bodies responsible for the interpretation and application of the treaties and other international and community diplomas, and the delimitation of the content of the rights enshrined in them in accordance with the political guidelines supported by the respective treaties.

For all these reasons, it can be seen that Access to Justice is one of those kaleidoscopic expressions, reflecting a concept that “draws the mind to a multitude of questions about the sources of injustice and the legal systems around the world that have developed to help provide an avenue for redressing a wrong” [19]. It is possible to state that “Plusieurs notions entretiennent des liens étroits avec l'accès au juger” [20]. Donier, Lapérou-Schneider, Gerbay, Hourquebie, & Icard, [21] as it can be seen from the listed historical references and their elements. Due to this dispersion of meanings, the word eventually became an abbreviation for a set of situations, a series of problems and various objectives. While some adopt narrower views, others “encompass in that single word nearly every problem experienced by the judicial system” [22] making necessary delimitations for the apprehension of the approaches attributed here to the theme.

In view of the multiplicity of meanings of the expression Access to Justice (*lato sensu*) and the richness of the various aspects involved in the theme, it is possible to say that, paradoxically, it is easier to say what it doesn’t mean, compared to what it means.

For the purposes of this paper, Access to Justice (*lato sensu*) is legally viewed, in a limited way, in the context of accessibility to the judiciary and the rights affirmed or extracted from the legal order, which define which of the supposed fair allows the use of force by the State [23]. Here, access to justice should not be understood in a more general sense, without the possibility to enter into philosophical concepts of justice.

### 4.2. Conceptions and Concept of Access to Justice

Legal studies on Access to Justice sometimes deal with internal issues of positive law, more dogmatic [24] and linked to the effectiveness of the judicial process as an instrument.
for conflict resolution [25]. In this sense, they tend to
evaluate specific systems of procedural law, including the
conditions for the exercise of the right to act, the procedural
assumptions, the procedures governing individual and
collective actions, appeal possibilities and others. Then, the
focus is on technical-legal issues, of formal dimensions and
related to the organizational modalities for accessibility to
Justice, as well as the calculation of the hits and defects in a
given procedural system [26]. There is the perspective which
can be called eminently legal and procedural.

Just as often, however, the subject is researched on a
broader, non-dogmatic basis, situated in the context of the
role of the legal system, the separation of powers and the
judiciary function in democratic regimes, including the
relations between society and State, the intersections between
law and politics and social justice itself. The focus here is on
the extension of the duties assigned to judges in the rule of
law to guarantee to citizens. It encompasses the definition of
justice and the playing field of the judiciary in democratic
regimes, in interactions with other Powers. It is, therefore, a
democratic-institutional perspective.

Despite these distinctions, it is not advisable to completely
cleave such ways of seeing Access to Justice, given the close
correlation between them and the fact that procedural
institutes are preordained, among other things, to enable
judicial action. This interaction between the constitutional
right of Access to Justice and other branches of law, in
particular procedural law, often occurs and, strictly speaking,
allows the procedural law to shape itself as an instrument for
the protection of fundamental rights and democracy.

In the contemporary state of the art on Access to Justice
there are also basically two prevailing conceptions, which
have repercussions on the way the subject is traditionally
treated in foreign and national doctrines. With the expression,
it is meant, in short, to refer to the possibility for each human
being to access jurisdictional protection, but also
extrajudicial means capable of protecting rights.

The first conception takes as Access to Justice the input of
a given claim, through the exercise of the right of action, in
the institutionalized judicial system. The spirit is to invoke
the Jurisdiction for the settlement of the conflict, the
declaration and the enforcement of the applicable law [27].
The second conception, on the other hand, broadens the idea of
Access to Justice to project it beyond the variable linked to
the proposition of the action or the use of the judicial system.
To this end, the whole socio-political-cultural context is
assessed and the degree of legal information [28] and citizens’
level of accessibility to rights is included in the analysis,
even if fruition occurs outside the judicial apparatus, whether
in public bodies, in administrative proceedings, arbitration
and extrajudicial mediation, or informal and private conflict
resolution agencies.

In the same direction, Benjamin [29] writes that, in the
strict sense, Access to Justice refere-se apenas a acesso à
tutela jurisdicional, ou seja, à composição de litígiopesa via
judicial. Insere-se e opera, por principio, no universo do
processo. Já em sentido mais ampio embora insuficiente,
quer significar acesso à tutela de direitos ou interesses
violados, através de mecanismos jurídicos variados, judiciais
ou não. Num e outro caso, os instrumentos de acesso à
justiça podem ter natureza preventiva, repressiva ou
reparatória [30].

Access to the Judiciary, so that an impartial, equidistant
and independent third party, vested in the jurisdictional
function of the State, resolves the conflict of interests and
promotes the settlement and enforcement of disputed law is,
by nature, the "premier des droits procéduraux", [31, 32] that
acts as the spear and shield of all human rights, bearing in
mind that intends to activate and defend them.

Despite its obvious relevance, access to the Judge cannot
be regarded as absolute and unconditioned, provided that it
may be subject to limitations. On the one hand, there are
formative and factual, substantial and procedural restrictions
to the access, related to certain rights and interests that may
be protected, or the collection of costs [33] as well as formal
requirements, statute of limitations, on res judicata and other
restrictions that give the institute justified and proportionate
legal treatment, provided that it preserves its essential core
and the soul of the right to a fair judicial process [34]. On the
other hand, the right is not limited to facilitating the entry
into the justice system or securing the Day in Court, but it
involves a complex instrument of protection, with offensive
and defensive positions, containing the guarantees of due
process, [35] the contradictory and the broad defense
required for a fair, effective judgment, delivered in a
reasoned decision and rendered within a reasonable time.

Generally speaking, access to the Judiciary is predicated as
an essential right in democratic legal systems, described as
the one of the most basic human rights, that seeks to
guarantee all others. It is a kind of “hinge law” in which
“denial would entail that of all others” [36]. These statements
are based on the logic that the progressive recognition of
fundamental rights in the ages of humanity would be an
innocuous advance without the mechanisms to make such
rights enforceable, being the access to the Judiciary a way of
proceeding to the other rights. Ensuring accessibility to the
Judiciary, thus, emerges as one of the primary duties of
government, including the civil and criminal areas, the first
regulating private conduct and the second linked to the state
duty to maintain order and peace.

Similar thinking is enshrined in foreign and national
doctrines. Lenzerini and Mori [37] teaches that “l’azionabilità
di un diritto costituisce una condizione imprescindibile per
garantirne l’effettività. In altre parole, il diritto di accesso
tutta giustizia (...) à funzionale alla realizzazione e
all’effettivo godimento dei ‘diritti primari’ riconosciuti” [38].

Sadek [39] points out that os direitos são letra morta na
ausência de instâncias que garantam o seu cumprimento. O
Judiciário, desde este ponto de vista, tem um papel central.
Cabe a ele aplicar a lei e, consequentemente, garantir a
efetivação dos direitos individuais e coletivos. Daí ser
legítimo afirmar que o Judiciário é o principal guardião das
liberdades e da cidadania [40].

Fundamental rights are seen as historical achievements in
the course of evolutionary ages [41]. These rights are inherent to the human person (material aspect), normally recognized as natural rights or provided for in human rights treaties, which are considered to be properly fundamental from the moment they are inserted in constitutional provisions (formal aspect), intended to promote the ideals of freedom, equality and solidarity in the relations established between the State and society and within the latter, horizontally. They are classified into dimensions or generations [42]: while first-dimensional rights are linked to the political sign of freedom and demand an abstention from the State (property, political rights, criminal guarantees, etc.), the rights of the second dimension are supported by the values of equality and welfare and demand positive state benefits (health, education, security, social assistance, housing, etc.), whereas those of the third dimension embody the solidary commitment to the present and the future and demand the mutual engagement of the State and society (environment, consumer, sustainable development, etc.).

Alongside these classic rights are theorized, albeit with criticism of the need for such classifications, fourth-dimension rights related to political pluralism, scientific progress, biotechnology and bioengineering, as well as fifth-dimension rights such as peace, peoples’ self-determination and cybernetics [43]. The key idea is that all this construction would be a missing link without a Judiciary to secure such rights.

In an English work launched in the 1990s, resulting from research commissioned by Lord Chancellor to the Master of Rolls, the magistrate Lord Woolf, whose content was decisive for the advent of the 1999 Procedure Rules – CPR, it can be found the enumeration of some of the principles that, from the Access to Judge point of view, the justice system must meet to fulfill its role:

a) be just in the results it delivers
b) be fair in the way it treats litigants;
c) offer appropriate procedure at a reasonable cost;
d) deal with cases with reasonable speed;
e) be understandable to those who use it;
f) be responsive to the needs of those who use it;
g) provide as much as certainty as the nature of particular cases allows;

h) be effective: adequately resourced and organised [44].

At the same time, however, the access to the fundamental rights of freedom, equality and fraternity, and even to private and other rights, through the Judiciary, has been gaining the impression that the judicial institution is not the only or even the main institution in a democratic regime and in a scenario of legal certainty, to enable the enjoyment of such rights. Nor does it have such an institutional capacity [45], for various reasons that will not be treated here by thematic delimitation.

Access to Rights on a pre or para-judicial stage is also of equal importance and depends on the synergistic action of all State Powers and civil society in general, such as the legal professions, public bodies, private sector and third sector entities. This requires social actors to share responsibilities and a network of mutual support. Under this approach, “the core of access to justice is not (...) enabling everyone to go to court, but rather to bring justice to the context in which the parties are inserted”, [46] taking into account the outcome of the solution obtained.

In order for extrajudicial enjoyment of rights to be possible, it is necessary for citizens to have sufficient information about their rights and duties, as well as to have adequate extrajudicial legal advice and assistance, so that they can exercise the discernment to enforce their possible prerogatives, when possible, already outside the judicial space. There are adequate channels for this before other branches, regulator organs, computerized environments created by the technological revolution [47] or alternative methods of conflict resolution, such as private mediation and arbitration, and work should be done to ensure that these spaces are of quality, equitable and efficient [48].

Legal information and advice are essential elements for such purposes, since by generating a culture of reasonable knowledge of rights and duties, they tend to contribute, on the one hand, to avoiding illegitimate expectations that lead to frivolous actions, and, on the other hand, to encourage spontaneous fulfillment of obligations in order to foster more natural access to rights without prior judicialization. This is why Access to Rights brings with it something like a cultural aspect linked to civism.

As a result of what has been articulated so far, discussions abstracted from a philosophical base, we can elaborate a concept of Access to Justice (lato sensu), in a juridical sense, as the human right in the international field, and fundamental in the internal field, commonly positive in the form of a norm-principle, or even implicit in the legal system, with its own value and also instrumental function to other rights, the content of which is complex, it allows technical-procedural and democratic-institutional approaches, as well as involving mainly state benefits and conduct of private actors, but still incorporates aspects of rights of freedom and participation, specifying (stricto sensu) the possibilities of (i) Access to the Courts for the judicial provision and (ii) Access to the Rights on extrajudicial stands, in terms of information, advice and alternative methods of conflict resolution, notions that interact with each other and have their content and extension dependent on the interpretative task of judges, on the tension between the degree of normativity of law and the existing factual and legal constraints.

5. Conclusion

As conclusion and final considerations, it is worth noting that this paper sought to portray the state of the art of Access to Justice (lato sensu). Two possible perspectives were identified: one legal-procedural, linked to the effectiveness of the process as a tool for conflict resolution, and another democratic-institutional, linked to the role of the legal system and the judicial institution in democratic regimes. In addition to these perspectives, two conceptions of Access to Justice were also found and differentiated: Access to the Judiciary and Access to Rights. While the first takes care of the
conditions of accessibility to the courts for the judicial enforcement of rights, the latter privileges the enjoyment of rights in extrajudicial spaces, as long as they are effective. And the dynamics of Access to Justice (lato sensu) also includes the coordination between these two spaces, and it can be stated that the increase or decrease in Access to the Judiciary can influence the increase or reduction of Access to Rights and vice versa.

Finally, Access to Justice was conceptualized as the human right in the international field, and fundamental in the internal field, commonly positive in the form of a norm-principle, or even implicit in the legal system, with its own value and also instrumental function to other rights, whose content is complex and allows technical-procedural and democratic-institutional approaches, as well as it involves state benefits and conduct of private actors, but still incorporates aspects of rights of freedom and participation, being specified (stricto sensu) in the possibilities of (i) Access to the Courts for the judicial provision and (ii) Access to the Rights on extrajudicial stands, in terms of information, advice and alternative methods of conflict resolution, notions that interact with each other and have their content and extension dependent on the interpretative task of judges, on the tension between the degree of normativity of law and the existing factual and legal constraints.
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